
Design your own  

Ancient Greek  Monster 
With Ely Museum 

The ancient Greeks loved stories about monsters. To the ancient Greeks, monsters were very 

real. They lived in far off lands in forests and in the deep seas. Ancient Geek heroes often 

fought with monsters. You might have heard of some ancient Greek monsters like Medusa, 

Centaurs and the Minotaur. Have a go at designing your own Monster while learning about dif-

ferent monsters along the way.     

Why not try the "Design you own Hero" activity as well to give your monster something to fight? 

A tragic backstory 

When designing your monster the first 

thing you need to think about is how 

your monster came to exist. Was it born 

a monster or was it a human that 

turned into a monster? Have a look at 

some of these examples.  

Monstrous parents  

Many monsters were monsters 

because their parents were monsters. 

The Chimera, Cerberus and Hydra 

were all siblings. Their parents were 

the monsters Typhon and Echidna. 

A curse 

Some monsters became monsters      

because of a curse sent by the gods.    

A curse on King Minos led to the    

creation of the monster known as the 

Minotaur. In one version of the story 

the monster Medusa is also created 

due to a curse. 

 

Zeus fights “the father of monsters”  Typhon 

The Minotaur as a baby with his mother Pasiphae  



What does your monster look like? 

Perhaps the most important thing when 

designing a monster is what it looks 

like. Many Greek monsters looked like 

normal humans or animals combined 

together in strange ways. Have a think 

about what animal parts you could     

include in your monster while you read 

these examples: 

Cerberus 

Cerberus was the guard dog of the    

underworld. He looked like a regular 

dog but with two or three heads mean-

ing he could watch in every direction 

at once. He was famously lured out of 

the underworld by Hercules. 

Chimera  

The chimera was a mix of 3 different 

animals. It had the body and head of a 

lion, a snake for a tail and had the head 

of a goat coming out of its back! The 

Chimera was defeated by the hero  

Bellerophon who was famous for riding 

the winged horse Pegasus. 

Dragons 

Dragons in the ancient Greek world 

looked different to how you might  

image a dragon today. For the ancient 

Greeks, dragons looked like giant 

snakes but with beards and sometimes 

wings. Greek hero Cadmus defeated a 

dragon and planted the dragon’s teeth 

in the ground. These grew into fully 

grown men which became the first 

population of the city of Thebes. 

 

Hercules leads Cerberus out of the underworld  

© The Trustees of the British Museum  

A bronze statue of a Chimera 

Cadmus fights a dragon, 

Notice the dragon has a beard 



Minotaur 

A half-human, half-bull creature, the 

minotaur had the legs and body of a 

human but the head of a bull. It was 

known for being strong and fierce. It 

lived in a type of maze called a labyrinth 

where it was fed humans to eat! The 

Minotaur was defeated by the hero 

Theseus who used a golden string so he 

wouldn't get lost in the labyrinth.  

Centaurs  

Another part-human part-animal monster 

were centaurs. Half human & half horse, 

unlike some monsters on this list the 

centaurs were a whole race (there were 

many of them). Most centaurs were 

considered savage and unfriendly and 

sometimes evil (the hero Hercules was 

killed by a centaur.) Some centaurs 

however were considered friendly. The 

centaur Chiron, for example, was 

considered the best teacher of heroes 

and taught heroes like Achilles and 

Hercules.  

Sirens 

The sirens were a group of half bird, half 

women monsters. They lived on some 

rocks in the sea and possessed singing 

voices so beautiful that passing ships 

would travel towards the song and crash 

on the rocks killing the crew. Hero 

Odysseus, knowing he was going to pass 

by the Sirens, had his crew stuff wax in 

their ears so they could not be distracted 

by the sirens. He did however have 

himself tied to the mast of his ship so he 

could hear the sirens’ beautiful song 

without dying! 

Theseus  fights the minotaur 

© The Trustees of the British Museum  

A boy and a Centaur probably a young Achilles 

and his teacher Chiron  

© The Trustees of the British Museum  

Odysseus tied himself to his own ships mast so he 

could here the song of the sirens without risk. 



Medusa 

Medusa is perhaps the most famous 

Greek monster. She had the appearance 

of a woman, but with snakes for hair and 

sometimes wings. Medusa possessed the 

power to turn anyone into stone by 

looking them in the eye. Greek hero 

Perseus slayed Medusa using a mirrored 

shield. He could fight her using the 

reflection, preventing him from turning in 

to stone. Perseus kept the head of Medusa 

which retained ability to turn people into 

stone. 

Talos 

Talos was a different kind of monster. He 

was a giant made of bronze known as an 

automaton (similar to a robot). You could 

also describe him as a ‘good guy’ because 

he protected the island of Crete from 

invaders by throwing rocks at incoming 

ships. Jason and his argonauts encountered 

Talos on their journey and he threw rocks 

at their ship, the Argo. 

 

Giant animals 

Some monsters in Greek mythology were 

simply giant versions of normal animals 

with some special powers. The Nemean 

Lion was a giant lion who could not be 

killed with weapons. The hero Hercules 

had to wrestle the lion with his bare hands.  

The Calydonian boar was a giant wild boar 

that was sent by a goddess as a curse. 

Multiple heroes tried to hunt the boar 

down but it was eventually defeated by a 

female heroine named Atalanta.  

   

Perseus just after the cutting off of medusas head 
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Talos featured on a coin 

Hercules wrestling the Neman lion  

© The Trustees of the Nemean lion 



Where does your monster lurk? 

Greek monsters were always lurking in 

scary places, sometimes the location of 

the monster was just as scary as the 

monster itself! Have think about where 

your monster would live while you read 

these examples: 

A labyrinth 

Perhaps the most famous monster lair 

was the labyrinth, a type of complicated 

maze. Home to the minotaur, men and 

women would be thrown in the labyrinth 

and be lost for days until the minotaur 

found them and devoured them. 

An island 

Some monsters lived on an island far 

away from land. The cyclops Odysseus 

discovers all live on a island together. 

Talos the monster made of bronze also 

lived on an island which he guarded 

from the beach. Talos ran around the 

island three times a day looking for 

ships. 

The Sea 

The sea was a scary place for the      

ancient Greeks, especially the deep sea 

which Greek ships largely avoided. 

Many monsters lurked in the sea 

including Scylla and Charybdis, Cetus 

and the sirens  

A Far Away place 

Almost all ancient Greek monsters were 

thought to still exist in some parts of the 

world but in far off places no one has 

been to.  

  

Odysseus escapes the island of the cyclopes by 

hiding under sheep 
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Hercules battles the sea monster Cetus  

The Minotaur inside the Labyrinth 



My Monster is called:  

My Monster became a monster because: 

My Monster lurks in: 



Have a go at drawing your monster in the box below 

My Monster is called ________________ 


